Paul Erd} os has conjectured that Menger's theorem extends to in nite graphs in the following way: whenever A; B are two sets of vertices in an in nite graph, there exist a set of disjoint A{B paths and an A{B separator in this graph so that the separator consists of a choice of precisely one vertex from each of the paths. We prove this conjecture for graphs that contain a set of disjoint paths to B from all but countably many vertices of A. In particular, the conjecture is true when A is countable.
Introduction
If there is any conjecture in in nite graph theory whose fame has clearly transcended the boundaries of the eld, it is the following in nite version of Menger's theorem, conjectured by Erd} os:
Conjecture. (Erd} os)
Whenever A; B are two sets of vertices in a graph G, there exist a set of disjoint A{B paths and an A{B separator in G so that the separator consists of a choice of precisely one vertex from each of the paths.
Here, G may be either directed or undirected, and either nite or in nite. If G is nite, the statement is clearly a reformulation of Menger's theorem. A set of A{B paths together with an A{B separator as above will be called an orthogonal paths/separator pair.
orthogonal pair
Although Erd} os's conjecture has been proved for countable graphs 2 ], a full proof still appears to be out of reach. However, no other conjecture in in nite graph theory has inspired as interesting a variety of partial or related results as this one; see 4 ] for a survey and list of references.
The main aim of this paper is to prove a lemma which, in addition to implying the results stated in the abstract, might play a role in an overall proof of the conjecture by induction on the size of G. Brie y, the lemma implies that if the conjecture is true for all graphs of size , where is any in nite cardinal, then it is true also for arbitrary graphs provided the source set A is no larger than . (In particular, we see that the conjecture holds for any graph if A is countable.) Now if jAj = jGj = and the conjecture holds for all graphs of size < , the lemma enables us to apply the induction hypothesis to G with A replaced by its smaller subsets A 0 ; we may then try to combine the orthogonal paths/separator pairs obtained between these A 0 and B to one between A and B. We must point out, however, that such a proof of Erd} os's conjecture will by no means be straightforward, and it is not the only possible approach.
De nitions and statement of the main result
All the graphs we consider will be directed; undirected versions of our results can be recovered in the usual way by replacing each undirected edge with two directed edges pointing in opposite directions. An edge from a vertex x to a vertex y will be denoted by xy. When Lemma 1 will be proved in Sections 2 and 3. In order to turn the warp J into our desired wave W, we shall use some familiar alternating path techniques; the de nitions and lemmas needed will be given in Section 2. Section 3 will be devoted to the main body of the proof of Lemma 1. In Section 4 we look at the implications of the lemma for Erd} os's conjecture.
Alternating paths
Let ? = (G; A; B) be a web, and let J be an A{B warp in G. A nite sequence P = x 0 e 0 x 1 e 1 : : : e n?1 x n of not necessarily distinct vertices x i and distinct (directed) edges e i of G will be called an alternating path (with alternating path respect to J ) if the following three conditions are satis ed: (i) for every i < n, either e i = x i x i+1 2 E(G)nE J ] or e i = x i+1 x i 2 E J ]; (ii) if x i = x j for i 6 = j then x i 2 V J ]; (iii) for every i, 0 6 i < n, if x i 2 V J ] then f e i?1 ; e i g \ E J ] 6 = ;.
All the alternating paths we consider in this section will be alternating paths in G with respect to J . Note that, by (iii) above, an alternating path starting at a vertex of J has its rst edge in J . As the edges of an alternating path are pairwise distinct, it can visit any given vertex at most twice, and this happens in essentially only two ways: if x i = x j for i < j < n, then Proof. Consider the graph on V J ] V (P) whose edge set is the symmetric di erence of E J ] and E(P). The (undirected) components of this graph are all nite. Considering their vertex degrees, we see that they are either A{B paths or cycles avoiding A B (possibly trivial). The assertion follows. Lemma 2.2. Let P 1 = x 0 e 0 : : : e n?1 x n and P 2 = y 0 f 0 : : : f m?1 y m be alternating paths. If x n = y 0 , then there exists an alternating path P 3 from x 0 to y m such that V (P 3 ) V (P 1 ) V (P 2 ) and E(P 3 ) E(P 1 ) E(P 2 ).
Proof. Let i 6 n be minimal such that there exists a j 6 m with the following two properties: (i) x i = y j ;
(ii) if x i 2 V J ], then either e i?1 2 E J ] or f j 2 E J ].
(Note that such an i exists, because x n = y 0 and P 2 is an alternating path. Moreover, j is easily seen to be unique.) Then x 0 e 0 : : : e i?1 x i f j : : : f m?1 y m is an alternating path as desired.
Proof of the main lemma
We now prove Lemma 1. As in the lemma, let ? = (G; A; B) be a web, and let J be an A{B warp in ?. z on L must be the edge of J starting at z (and such an edge exists). Since z = 2 M , the edge of P preceding z is precisely this edge f. As was chosen arbitrarily, this is true for every 2 and thus contradicts the fact that for these the paths P z are disjoint.
If the starting vertex of a lonely path is popular, then this vertex is special called special; the set of all special vertices outside V J ] is denoted by S. x is special (and hence P 2 P and y 2 T). Proof. Let r be the predecessor and s the successor of x on Q(x). Then rx 2 E, so there exists a lonely path starting at x with the edge rx. But preceding this path with s does not yield another lonely path (since xs 2 E(P), and hence xs = 2 E). Therefore x must be popular (see the de nition of lonely paths), and hence special.
To construct W, let us start from P. Let W 0 be the set of all paths W 0 P 2 P that start in A. (These paths may be entire paths from J , and they may be trivial.) Our aim is to complete W 0 to our desired wave W by paths of the form a : : : xPy, where a 2 A 2 and P = x : : : y is a path as in Lemma 3.3, together with paths a : : : s where again a 2 A 2 and either s 2 S or s is a special vertex in V J ] making up a singleton component of K. It will not be possible to construct W in exactly this way, because the required paths may interfere with the paths in W 0 . However, such interference will be limited by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and can therefore be overcome by the alternating path tools developed in Section 2. Let S 0 := f s j < 6 g S 0 be a well-ordering of those special vertices that are either in S or else are the initial vertex of some (possibly trivial) path P 2 P (cf. Lemma 3.2). For each < in turn, we shall choose an alternating path P from A 2 to s , with the following properties:
(i) P \ P = ; for all < ; (ii) P \ Q J (s) f s g for all s 2 S 0 ; (iii) if Q 2 J and < are such that P \ Q 6 = ;, then P \ Q f s g; (iv) E(P ) \ E = ;.
Let < be given, and assume that paths P for all < have been chosen in accordance with (i){(iv). By (ii), none of these paths contains (s =)s . Since s is popular, there is an alternating A 2 {s fan F of size > . Clearly, at most of the paths in F meet any of the paths P ( < ) or Q(s) for s 2 S 0 , except, for the latter, in s . Similarly, at most of the paths in F meet (in a vertex 6 = s ) any path Q 2 J that is hit by some P with < . By Lemma 3.1, at most paths of F have an edge in E. (It is straightforward to check that the rst edge in E on any path in F starts a lonely path.) We may thus choose P from the paths in F according to (i){(iv).
Lemma 3.4. For every < , we have E(P ) \ E J ] E W 0 ]. Thus, P is in fact an alternating path with respect to W 0 . Proof. If e 2 E(P ) \ E J ] then, by (iv) above, there is a component P of K containing e. By (ii), the initial vertex of P is not in S 0 , and is therefore not special. By Lemma 3.3, therefore, the starting vertex of P must be in A, and so P 2 W 0 .
Applying Lemma 2.1 times with the paths P , we now turn W 0 into a warp from A onto ter W 0 ] S 0 with at most initial points in A 2 . (Here we use that fact that, by (iii) above, no two of the alternating paths P use the same path in W 0 to alternate on.) By (ii) above, the paths in P that start at the vertices in S 0 nS extend this warp to a warp W. By Lemma 3.3, W ter W] = S T as desired.
To prove that W is a wave in ?, it remains to show that the set S T separates A from B; note that then W is also a hindrance, since jin W] \ A 2 j = jS 0 j 6 by construction.
In order to prove that S T separates A from B, consider any A{B path P = a : : : b in G. Suppose P avoids S T. We may therefore make the following assumption: Let z be the last popular vertex on P. Then z 6 = b, because b is unpopular z by Lemma 3.5. As z 2 yP by Lemma 3.9, the choice of x and de nition of y imply that z lies on some lonely path. But then z 2 V J ], say z 2 Q 2 J : Q otherwise the nal segment of this lonely path that starts at z would again be lonely, and the popularity of z would mean that z 2 S. Let q be the vertex following z on Q, and let t be the vertex following z on P. 
Consequences
In this section we apply Lemma 1 to deduce some concrete partial results towards Erd} os's conjecture. First, we need another lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let be an in nite cardinal. If Erd} os's conjecture holds for all graphs of order 6 , then it holds for all webs ? = (G; A; B) such that jAj; jBj 6 . Proof. Let ? = (G; A; B) be a web with jAj; jBj 6 , and assume the conjecture holds for every graph of order 6 . Let G 0 be obtained from G by adding all edges xy such that G contains a set of > independent x{y paths (i.e. paths that are disjoint except in x and y). To prove the conjecture for ?, it su ces to nd an orthogonal paths/separator pair (P; S) for ? 0 := (G 0 ; A; B). Indeed, then S is clearly also an A{B separator in G. As for the paths in P, their foreign edges can be replaced inductively by paths in G whose interiors avoid each other and all the paths in P (since jPj 6 ), giving an A{B warp in G. We thus obtain an orthogonal pair for ?.
Let G 00 be the union of all minimal A{B paths in G 0 . (A path P = a : : : b is minimal if G 0 contains no a{b path Q with V (Q) $ V (P).) It is now sucient to nd an orthogonal paths/separator pair for ? 00 = (G 00 ; A; B), which will clearly also be an orthogonal pair for ? 0 . It thus su ces to show that jG 00 j 6 . Suppose jG 00 j > , and consider a set X V (G 00 ) n (A B) of size > , say X = f x j < g. (Recall that jAj; jBj 6 by assumption.) For each < , use the de nition of G 00 to nd a minimal A{B path P in G 0 containing x . For all < , de ne inductively P 0 as the maximal nal segment of P that meets S < P 0 at most in its starting vertex s . Since jAj 6 , there is a vertex s 2 G 00 such that s = s for every in some set of size > . Then F 1 := S 2 sP x is a fan from s onto Y := f x j 2 g. Similarly, S 2 x P contains a fan F 2 from some set Z Y of size > to a vertex t. Clearly, F 2 may be chosen so that no two of its paths meet a common path of F 1 . It is then easy to combine F 1 and F 2 into a set of > independent s{t paths in G 00 . Thus st is an edge of G 0 , by de nition of G 0 .
But s and t are non-consecutive vertices on some common path P (take any such that x 2 Z), which contradicts the minimality of P . 
